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ABSTRACT
Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS) is a mechanism that distributes a secret image into
n shares. Stacking enough shares reveals the secret image. A pixel in secret image may
be represented by m pixels in shares, this will enlarge the size of shares and
consequently the size of revealed secret image. Therefore, several VCS techniques were
proposed to improve the quality of the revealed secret image. A major problem in VCS
is the visible quality of the revealed secret. All researchers were concerned with the
assessment of the image quality based on the technique of VCS, not on the revealed
secret image. We propose two simple measures to assess the quality of the revealed
secret image; one is based on measuring the quality of fine details, and the other relies
on counting the number of tiny white areas that can affect the quality of the revealed
secret image. Both measures have been tested on an image dataset. We analyzed the
results using graphical analysis and comparisons with other methods. Our measures
succeeded in measuring the visible quality of secret image among different VCS
techniques, and outperformed other methods that are not based on the revealed secret
images.

INTRODUCTION
E-commerce increases rapidly in internet and mobiles network. Developing E-Commerce depends on
assurance information. Encryption for information can guarantee assurance of information. Encryption can be
classified into three classes: symmetric encryption, asymmetric encryption, and visual cryptography. All types
of encryption need hardware or software in the decryption operation excluding visual cryptography. Several
applications need the decryption operation to be painless such as electronic voting, sending pin number for the
credit card, etc.
In visual cryptography, the secret image (SI) will be divided into n shares, stacking exactly n shares will
reveal the SI. Visual cryptography can be grouped into three groups; deterministic techniques, probabilistic
techniques, and a combination of the deterministic and probabilistic groups. Naor and Shamir (1994) proposed
deterministic VCS (D-VCS) that has a satisfactory visible quality of the revealed secret image (RSI). However,
D-VCS technique has a pixel expansion problem, the RSI and shares are at least double the size of SI. To
overcome the problem of pixel expansion at the expense of bad visual quality, Yang (2004) adopted a
probabilistic size invariant VCS (P-SIVCS). Hou and Tu (2005) showed that the variance plays a central role in
the visible quality of the RSI, therefore they proposed a multi-pixel encryption size invariant VCS (ME-SIVCS),
that has better visible quality than P-SIVCS, however, the fine details in the SI, such as edges, will double size
in the RSI. Several other techniques have been proposed [see Ramesh and Chandramathi (2015)]. To distinguish
and order these techniques, we need a measure that assesses the similarity between the SI and the RSI.
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Recently, researchers realized the importance of image/video quality assessment. Therefore, the objective
image quality assessment (IQA) models have been developed to optimize many image and video processing
algorithms. Conventional methods such as numerical distortion/quality measures as the mean squared error
(MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) have been proved to correlate poorly with perceived image
quality. Wang et al.,(2004) adopted the structural similarity index method (SSIM), Kai and Wang (2015) have
extended SSIM to deal with several sorts of distortion such as denoised image, compression for images,
however, as mentioned by Wang (2016) a SSIM is needed for binary images and subsequently for the RSI.
In this paper, we introduce two measures; one for the visible quality of the RSI, and the other for the fine
details, both measure will form a quality assessment of the revealed secret image in VCS. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. An introduction to D-VCS, P-SIVCS and ME-SIVCS are given. Then we highlight
some existing measures for the RSI and SSIM. The two proposed measures are then introduced with an analysis
of their experimental results. Finally, we give some concluding remarks.
Background and Definitions:
t
t
t
Define, C as a collection of Si, where Si are n×m Boolean matrices, t ∈{0,1} and 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑔𝑡 , let 𝑔𝑡 = |𝐶 𝑡 |
t
t
t
is the cardinality of C . Consider si,k as any 𝑘 × 𝑚 submatrix of 𝑆𝑖𝑡 ∈ 𝐶 𝑡 , where 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛. Vi,k denotes the
t
t
t
OR vector for any si,k , H(Vi,k) is the Hamming weight for the vector Vi,k . Let 𝑥 ∈ 𝜆𝑡𝑘 , 𝜆𝑡𝑘 = {𝐻(𝜆𝑡𝑘 ): 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤
𝑔𝑡 , for any 𝑘 out of 𝑛}. Let
𝑡
𝑥 0 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑥∈𝜆0 𝑥, 𝑥 1 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥∈𝜆1 𝑥, 𝑃1,𝑘
= Prob(𝑥 = 1).
t t
Let μ , σ be the average and variance of darkness level respectively,
𝑡

𝜇 =

∑

𝑥
𝑥∈𝜆𝑡𝑘
𝑡
𝑔

,

𝑡

𝜎 =

(𝑥−𝜇 𝑡 )2
𝑥∈𝜆𝑡𝑘
𝑔𝑡

∑

(1)

D-SEVCS(𝒌, 𝒏) (Ateniese et al. (1996)):
0
1
The collections of C and C are Deterministic Scale Expansion Visual Cryptography Scheme (D-SEVCS)
if they satisfy the two conditions.
Contrast: 𝑥 0 < 𝑥 1 ≤ 𝑚.
0
1
Security: For any 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑗 < 𝑘, if there are 𝑟 submatrices 𝑠𝑖,𝑗
, then there are 𝑟 submatrices 𝑠𝑖,𝑗
, such that
0
1
𝑠𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 .
We explain D-SEVCS in the following steps
• Change the secret image (SI) to a binary image say, SIB.
• Pick a pixel from SIB, if the pixel is black (white), randomly select a matrix 𝑆𝑖1 (𝑆𝑖0 ) ∈ 𝐶 1 (𝐶 0 ), permute
1 0
n rows of Si (Si ), then distribute n rows on n shares, where every row has m elements representing size of pixel
expansion.
Using the required number of shares 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛, will reveal the SI which is the simplest decryption way among
all sorts of cryptography. The size of shares and RSI is m times size of SI, this is called pixel expansion
problem. To solve this problem, Yang (2004) adopted the following Probabilistic Size Invariant VCS (PSIVCS).
P-SIVCS(𝒌, 𝒏) :
0
1
Without loss of generality, let 𝑛 = 𝑘 = 2. Two sets, C and C , of the 2×1 matrices,
0 1
1 0
𝐶 0 = {[ ] , [ ]} , 𝐶 1 = {[ ] , [ ]}
0 1
0 1
form P-SIVCS if they satisfy the following conditions:
0
1
Contrast: for any 𝑘 , 𝑃1,𝑘
< 𝑃1,𝑘
0
1
Security: Let 𝑗 < 𝑘, for any𝑥 ∈ 𝜆𝑡𝑘 , 𝑃1,𝑗
< 𝑃1,𝑗
.
P-SIVCS algorithm designed by Yang (2004) has unclear visual quality (see figure 1(a)). Therefore, Hou
and Tu (2004) introduced the following construction that has good visibility quality.
ME-SIVCS-1 (k,n,m):
Consider a block of size 𝑚 pixels, 𝑏 the number of black pixels in 𝑚, and 𝑁(𝑏) the number of blocks that
have been encrypted. To encrypt a block with 𝑚 pixels:
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1. 𝑁(𝑏) = 0, 𝑏 = 1,2. . . , 𝑚.
2. If 𝑁(𝑏) mod 𝑚 < 𝑏, then pick randomly a matrix 𝑆𝑖1 , permute its columns then distribute 𝑛 rows of 𝑆𝑖1 on
n shares.
3. Else, encrypt the block using a matrix 𝑆𝑖0 after permuting its columns.
4. 𝑁(𝑏) = 𝑁(𝑏) + 1.
5. A new block to be encrypted.
Because of step "2" , if we have a block of two pixels, one black and the other white ( or ), the block
will be only encrypted from 𝐶 1 or 𝐶 0 , if the thin line (only one pixel thickness) is white and the second neighbor
pixel is black ( ), the block may be encrypted as black ( ), then the white pixel that represents the thin line was
removed. To sort out this problem, Feng et al.(2012) proposed the following technique ME-SIVCS-2.
ME-SIVCS-2 (k,n,m):
Divide the SI into 𝑞 blocks, and define 𝐷(𝑀[𝑏]) as a function generating a random number between 0 and
𝑀(𝑏) − 1, where 𝑏 is the number of black pixels in the blocks that have been encrypted. To encrypt a block
from 𝑞 blocks follow the following steps:
1. 𝑁[𝑏] = 𝑏, 𝑏 = 1,2. . . , 𝑚.
2. 𝑀([𝑏]) = 𝑚, 𝑏 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑚.
3. If 𝐷(𝑀[𝑏]) < 𝑁[𝑏], then randomly pick a matrix 𝑆𝑖1 , permute its columns, then distribute 𝑛 rows of 𝑆𝑖1
on 𝑛 shares
4. 𝐷([𝑀]) = 𝐷([𝑀]) − 1
5. 𝑁[𝑏] = 𝑁[𝑏] − 1
6. Else, encrypt the block using a matrix 𝑆𝑖0 after permuting its columns.
7. 𝐷[𝑀] = 𝐷[𝑀] − 1.
8. If 𝐷[𝑏] = 0 then 𝑁[𝑏] = 𝑏, 𝐷[𝑏] = 𝑚
9. A new block to be encrypted.
Feng et al. (2012) introduced a construction that satisfies a weak version of conventional security condition.
In this paper we consider only conventional security condition.
Wafy (2016) proposed a New D-SEVCS (ND-SIVCS) that is size invariant with good visible quality.
Nd-Sivcs:
This construction can be summarized in the following steps.
𝑦
1. SI of size 𝑥 × 𝑦 to be reduced to size 𝑥 × , figure 1(d,e).
2
2. Use a cubic interpolation to smooth SI after reduction.
3. Use a sharpening filter which equals Dirac Delta minus Gaussian blur, this filter sharpens the line that
may become thicker in the interpolation step above.
4. Apply the conventional D-SEVCS of Naor and Shamir (1994).
Measures of RSI quality:
Average contrast 𝛼̅: is an appropriate measure of quality for RSI in P-SIVCS instead of the traditional
definition of contrast α in D-SEVCS (see Ito at al.(1999), Yang (2004), and Hou and Tu (2005)).
𝑥1 − 𝑥 0
𝑡
0
α=
, 𝛼̅ = 𝜇1 − 𝜇 0 , 𝛼̅ = (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃 − 𝑆𝐼𝑉𝐶𝑆) = 𝑃1,𝑘
− 𝑃1,𝑘
.
𝑚
In fact, P-SIVCS, ME-SIVCS-1 and ME-SIVCS-2 have average contrast equal to the contrast factor in DSEVCS. However the visibility quality as shown in figures 1(a)-(c) are not the same. Hou and Tu (2005), and
Feng et al. (2012) showed that we must use variance with average contrast to evaluate visual quality.
Variance σ: the general definition of variance was given in equation (1), the variance for P-SIVCS is
𝜎𝑝 =
𝑏(𝑚−𝑏)

𝑏𝑥 1 (𝑚−𝑥 1 )+(𝑚−𝑏)(𝑚−𝑥 0 )𝑥 0
𝑚2

, and the variance for both ME-SIVCS-1 and ME-SIVCS-2 is 𝜎𝑀𝐸 =

(𝑥 1 − 𝑥 0 )2 , see Feng et al. (2012). Simply, and without loss of generality, for 𝑚 = 2, 𝑏 = 0,1,2, 𝜎𝑀𝐸 ≤
𝜎𝑝 . Therefore the visual quality of both ME-SIVCS-1 and ME-SIVCS-2 is better than P-SIVCS.
𝑚2

The structural similarity index method (SSIM):
This is a full reference metric based on a comparison between the original image and its distorted version.
Traditional methods of the full reference metric are mean squared error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR). Let 𝐼 be the image, and 𝐼′ be its distorted version, where I is 𝑚 × 𝑛,
1
∑𝑛 ∑𝑚 (𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐼 ′ (𝑖, 𝑗))2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
(2)
𝑛×𝑚 𝑖=1 𝑗=1
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 20 log 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐼 − 10 log 𝑀𝑆𝐸
(3)
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Wang et al.(2004) proposed (SSIM) to improve on these traditional measures. Let 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 be two
windows from images I and 𝐼′ respectively. The SSIM between the two windows 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 is
𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑤1 , 𝑤2 ) =

(2𝜇𝑤1 𝜇𝑤2 +𝐶1 )(2𝜎𝑤1 𝑤2 +𝐶2 )
2 +𝜇 2 +𝐶 )(𝜎 2 +𝜎 2 +𝐶 )
(𝜇𝑤
1
2
𝑤2
𝑤1
𝑤2
1

(4)

where 𝜇𝑤1 , 𝜎𝑤1 , 𝜇𝑤2 , 𝜎𝑤2 are the averages and variances of 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 , respectively, 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are constants.
In figure 1, one can sort the figures as follows, the best visual quality is ND-SIVCS, the ME-SIVCS-2 in
figure 1(c) and ME-SIVCS-1 in figure 1(b) where some vertical lines were removed, the worst visual quality is
P-SIVCS in figure 1(a) that has a poor visible quality. Although, the variance for both techniques ME-SIVCS-1
and ME-SIVCS-2 are equal see table 1, more vertical lines were removed in ME-SIVCS-1 than ME-SIVCS-2
see figure1(b). As for MSE and PSNR, the closest (best) image for the SI is the RSI by P-SIVCS which has the
poorest visible quality. Despite the success of SSIM in several fields of images, it fails to distinguish between
techniques in table 1, all techniques have the same SSIM score. Accordingly, we propose a new sensitive
measure for the quality of fine details (lines, corner points, etc.) and visible quality as well.
Table 1: Comparisons based on contrast and variance of constructions. (𝜎2,𝑏 is the variance for a block of size 2 with b black pixels)
Method
MSE
PSNR
SSIM
𝛼̅
𝜎2,𝑏
P-SIVCS
0.5
0.2457
54.2263
0.9824
𝜎2,0 = 0.50, 𝜎2,1 = 0.25, 𝜎2,2 = 0.00
ME-SIVCS-1
0.5
0.2642
53.9115
0.9825
𝜎2,0 = 0.00, 𝜎2,1 = 0.25, 𝜎2,2 = 0.00
ME-SIVCS-2
0.5
0.2649
53.9005
0.9825
𝜎2,0 = 0.00, 𝜎2,1 = 0.25, 𝜎2,2 = 0.00
ND-SIVCS
0.5
0.2552
54.0623
0.9825
𝜎2,0 = 0.00, 𝜎2,1 = 0.00 𝜎2,2 = 0.00

Fig. 1: Comparison among all techniques; (a) P-SVICS, (b) ME-SIVCS-1, (c) ME-SIVCS-2, (d) secret image
(SI) with size 209×208, (e) resized image with size 209×104, (f) ND-SIVCS.
The proposed method:
In this section, we introduce two measures; visible quality measure (VQM), and a fine details measure
(FDM).
Visible quality measure (VQM):
Most of the techniques in VCS convert the original secret image into a binary image. Hence, we focus on
the binary image in this paper. The issue in the revealed image quality can be summarized in two problems; the
problem of encrypting the black color pixel and the problem of encrypting the white color pixel.
The above techniques are prefect in encrypting a black pixel from the secret image into the revealed image.
In other words, all techniques warrant that the black pixel in the secret image will reassign into a black pixel/s in
the revealed image. Thus the black color pixel has probability 1 to be black in the revealed image. However, a
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white color pixel via P-SIVCS has probability 0.5 to stay white in the revealed image. Accordingly, the white
color pixel only can form a problem, increasing the number of white color pixels in the revealed secret image
can improve the visible quality. However, the visible quality is affected by the size of the white area not only the
number of white pixels. In table 2 the number of white pixels in P-SIVCS is greater than the number of white
pixels in ND-SIVCS but ND-SIVCS has a better visible quality than P-SIVCS. We found that the size of the
white areas in ND-SIVCS is greater than that of the P-SIVCS. Figure 2(a) represents the relationship between
the number of isolated pixels and techniques. Although the secret image has no white area with one pixel, the
techniques created white areas with only one pixel in the revealed secret image. Those areas were created from
the techniques where some white pixels in the secret image are converted to black pixels in the revealed secret
image creating several areas of one pixel only, thus affecting the quality of visibility. We consider the visible
quality measure (VQM) as follows:
𝑉𝑄𝑀 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒+1

(5)

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒+1

Fine details measure (FDM):
Fine details in secret image include edges, corner points,… etc. Fine details are important in maps, military
secrets, and shapes. In figure 1(a) we can not realize the number in the half of white background, since we have
no good visible white background around the black line. On the other side, in figure 1(b) some parts of lines
were removed. Fine details measure (FDM) would take into consideration that perhaps the line has moved one
or two pixels.
Table 2: Comparisons among all techniques for figure 5 based on; number of white pixels, number of black pixels, number of white to black
pixels (W2B), and number of black to white pixels (B2W).
Method
White pixels
Black pixels
W2B
B2W
P-SIVCS
ME-SIVCS-1
ME-SIVCS-2
ND-SIVCS

116788
116919
116967
109756

145356
145225
145177
152388

116510
119833
119853
123542

0
3454
3522
0

Fig. 2: Relationship between number of isolated pixels and techniques.
As we can see from table 1 and figure 1(a), P-SIVCS has the best score in MSE which disagree with human
eye judgment, hence using MSE is not good in VCS. Therefore, we designed a measure for fine details (FDM)
as follows:
Let 𝑊1 , 𝑊2 be 2 × 1 windows moving around all fine details in the secret image I, and the revealed secret
image𝐼′, respectively, and 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 be the number of black pixels in 𝑊1 and 𝑊2 , respectively (see table(3))
𝐹𝐷𝑀 = ∑𝑊1∈𝐼(

𝑓𝑤
𝑒 |𝑛1 −𝑛2 |

)

(6)
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1 𝑊1 = 𝑊2
Where 𝑓𝑤 = {0.5 𝑊1 ≠ 𝑊2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛1 = 𝑛2
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Table 3: FDM measure for figure 1.
Method
P-SIVCS
ME-SIVCS-1
ME-SIVCS-2
ND-SIVCS

Block Size
2
2
2
2

FDM
471.00541
391.0189615
407.0171625
439.0036788

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have tested the above measures VQM and FDM in figures 3-5 that included all possible shapes, such as
circle, horizontal line, vertical line, numbers, diagonal line, white background, black background, several white
areas (ruler figure5). In figures 2(c-d), the three techniques ND-SIVCS, ME-SIVCS-1 and ME-SIVCS-2 are
close in the number of 1’s, because the entire white areas in the secret image for both figures 3−4 are large
compared with that in figure 5, where the white area is divided into small squares, that prevent the entire white
areas of one pixel to be formed.
In table 4, FDM for the two techniques P-SIVCS and ND-SIVCS are nearly equal because both techniques
preserve the block (2×1) of white and black ( or ). The technique P-SIVCS can replace the white pixel in the
secret image with black pixel (probability=0.5). The technique ND-SIVCS can convert the white pixel in the
secret image into two pixels
or . On the contrary, the techniques ME-SIVCS-1 and ME-SIVCS-2 can
convert the block or in the secret image into two black pixels in the revealed secret image. This explains
why the techniques P-SIVCS and ND-SIVCS have better FDM scores than the techniques ME-SIVCS-1 and
ME-SIVCS-2.
Our FDM in equation 6 will weigh the two pixels or by ≈ 0.41, then the summation of two pixels is
0.82 which is close to 1. Then the FDM for the both of techniques are equal.
Table 4: FDM measure for figures 3-5.
Method(fig.3)
Block Size
FDM

Method (fig.4)

Block Size

FDM

Method(fig.5)

Block Size

FDM

P-SIVCS
ME-SIVCS-1
ME-SIVCS-2
ND-SIVCS

P-SIVCS
ME-SIVCS-1
ME-SIVCS-2
ND-SIVCS

2
2
2
2

120
93.5
97
120

P-SIVCS
ME-SIVCS-1
ME-SIVCS-2
ND-SIVCS

2
2
2
2

1453.5
169
173
1455

2
2
2
2

935.5
910.5
919
944

Fig. 3: Visual comparison for all techniques : (a) SI, (b) P-SIVCS, (c) ME-SIVCS-1, (d) ME-SIVCS-2, (e) NDSIVCS.
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Fig. 4: All techniques for a binary image : (a) SI, (b) P-SIVCS, (c) ME-SIVCS-1, (d) ME-SIVCS-2, (e) NDSIVCS.

Fig. 5: All techniques for the ruler image : (a) SI, (b) P-SIVCS, (c) ME-SIVCS-1, (d) ME-SIVCS-2, (e) NDSIVCS.
Conclusion:
The objective IQA is gaining more interest today. The SSIM problem for VCS is vital for the encryption of
secret images. In this paper, we introduced two measures; VQM and FDM. The two measures have succeeded in
sorting the revealed secret image according to a human opinion. The first measure, VQM, is based on counting
the number of white areas especially the tiny areas consisting of one pixel. Tiny areas can be considered as noise
that can destroy the visible quality. The second measure, FDM, measures the fine details, taking into
consideration that the neighbour pixel can be considered as a replacement of the pixel itself. Both measures,
VQM and FDM, have surpassed other measures that estimate the quality of secret image such as average
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contrast and variance. Future work will be in finding a unified SSIM for a binary image. We will also consider
measures for grey colour of the revealed secret image.
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